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Colonsay Community Development Company
Board Meeting
Thursday 26th Aug 2021
1. Attendance and Apologies
Board members:), Sue Dance (SD), Caitlin McNeill (CM), Callum Hay (CH), William
Joll (WJ), Danny Onn (DO).
Project co-ordinators: Lizzie Keenaghan (LK)
Grace Johnstone (GJ)
Also present: Clare Hay(minutes)
Apologies: Liam McNeill (LM), Carrie Seymour (CS), Andrew Abrahams (AA)
2.Declarations of interest
LK and CS item 8,9.
3. Minutes of last meeting.
Accepted, with one amendment. LM will post on website.
4. Matters Arising
The letter about bringing the Ridan composter into use has been drafted. It will be sent
out to the list of those who signed up to use it and via the community council list too.
LK will find and give the list to WJ to arrange the provision of caddies and notification.
Action LK/WJ as above.
Regarding EV car charging, AA had reported that he had been told that when the pier
work is complete, and the portacabins gone in early December, the EV points will be
available again as will the car park. CCDC has an offer of funding for further EV
charging points.
5. Projects
a. Scalasaig developments
CS had provided a project report, there were no comments. CH reported that because
of the difficulties the construction industry was facing, TSL may have difficulty meeting
the agreed fixed price and this could lead to a claim for further funds. It was noted that
the funders were sympathetic to this potential problem and that there were potential
sources of funding should this occur.DO highlighted the need to monitor expenditure
closely and manage the risk.
There had been an issue regarding access to the brewery and the bookshop at the
business unit site, but this had been resolved. John Forbes plans to visit the island
shortly.

b.The Old Baptist Manse
There were no comments on LK’s project report. Possible uses of the land which came
with the Manse were discussed. It was agreed that site visits might be useful, when it
came to the consultation. SD and Clare H volunteered to meet LK to discuss the
proposed consultation.
Action LK, SD, Clare H
c. Campsite
DO, LK and Helen Mann had met to discuss the project. HM and LK would jointly
progress plans for development. HM would drop plans for her own site on her croft in
favour of the CCDC project.
d. Moorings
The data points for the undersea power cable have been received. Its position can
now be plotted when applying for the moorings licence. DO said he had received an
informal inquiry about booking moorings for next year.
e. Port Mor Housing
GJ’s report had been received. GJ and DO had an online meeting with Moira McVicar
and Dave White of WHHA. They were very supportive of the idea of joint working on
allocations. GJ is drafting a proposal for joint approach and is sending them the draft
allocations policy for review.
WHHA are keen to progress the land transfer and decrofting, and to progress the
project generally. DO would speak to the CCDC solicitor and DW to the WHHA
solicitor.
SD asked if the list of those expressing interest was up to date. WHHA had reported
they had 12 expressions of interest with Colonsay as first choice. There are 27
expressions on interest on the list held by the CCDC.
In the light of the meeting held with the Community Council and Rhona Robinson,
WHHA suggested that the position be made clear to island residents. CCDC cannot
consult the community again as they could not now stop the project. RR had asked if
the project could be put on hold, while consultation took place. The board reviewed
the position again but agreed this was not possible, given the above.
6. Finances
The annual accounts for 2020/21 have been approved with no qualifications and will
be ready to be sign off at the next meeting
There had been a successful meeting with MOWI re. their contribution to the Scalasaig
project, and they have agreed in principle to “front-load” payments to help with cash
flow. CS and CH will approach other funders to see if they will also do this. John Forbes
had outlined how TSL would be paid. TSL make a claim for work done, this is assessed
and agreed between JF and TSL, then payment is made. It could be six weeks from
claim to payment. CH said CCDC needed to have funds in hand case the drawdown
of payment took that long.

Nothing had been heard about the VAT application for the business units yet. SD
asked if there would be any VAT to pay on top of the costs of the Scalasaig project.
CH said there would be for the business units and some professional fees, but not the
housing. This had been allowed for in the project budget.CH said he was working on
moving the trading company to be able to accept card payments. There would be more
information at the next meeting.
DO said that Cameron Hathaway of NFU insurance had quoted for insurance for
directors. DO would contact directors to sign the necessary declaration. Cameron has
asked for the total area of the crofting land. CM would provide this.
Action DO, CM.
7. Crofts
Regarding the sale of croft lands for housing, CM said there is a statutory crofting
clawback when a plot is sold to a tenant. If the tenant sells within 10 years of buying
the plot, the landlord can claim the land back (? Or the cost) although the owner can
waive this condition CM is researching how that relates to other statutory regulations.
The Board discussed the options and agreed that in the case of it’s croft holdings it
should waive this option.
CM will be finalising the common grazing allocations with Jan Binnie. There is still
some work to do sorting out the mapping issue with Rhona Robinson. CM said she
was waiting for a response from the estate re the issue of the boundary of CCDC land
and the estate.
Action CM
8. Restructuring
DO gave an informal presentation on the external pressures facing CCDC, its
evolution to an asset manager and the need to restructure it’s way of working to adapt
to these changes.
Restructuring to meet future needs of the CCDC will affect all staff roles and
responsibilities. For example, all staff would have to be prepared to do some work in
the front office from time to time, to help provide Service Point cover. Work is in hand
to define the future structure and roles and a formal matching process will be used to
match staff into new posts. DO said that he would be seeking advice on these
processes. Discussionswith all staff were taking place on the proposed new post job
descriptions. He hoped that the CCDC might be ready to formalise and agree the new
structure at the next board meeting in October, though the formal matching process
would take longer.
DO would contact ABC regarding possible reallocation of the staff funding assigned to
the vacant Service Point job-share post, and make further enquiries as to ABC’s future
plans for service point funding.
SD asked if CCDC would buy the service point building, if ABC decided to reduce or
completely stop Service Point funding. DO said that would certainly be an option for
CCDC - a capital project would have to be set up, and ongoing revenue funding
secured with all that that entails, if ABC decided to sell.
Action DO contact ABC

9. Staffing and Board appointments.
DO announced that Sarah Hobhouse (SH) and Helen Mann (HM) are interested in
joining the Board.. Sarah has a particular interest in marketing and PR, while Helen
has an interest in and experience of social housing. If the board approves, they will
come to the next meeting. This was approved by a majority of the board, and they
were appointed as directors until the next AGM.
DO said it was hoped to have a celebratory event in late October bringing together all
local charities to celebrate CCDC’s achievements.
A letter had been received from a second home owner inviting CCDC to manage the
letting and share the profits. The board expressed their thanks to the owner for this
most generous offer.
DO said there was work to do updating the business strategy. It was noted that an
update on staffing would be needed for the newsletter.
As the staffing issues were confidential they would be discussed privately
(LK and GJ left the meeting)
There was a discussion of confidential matters relating to staffing. The board agreed
to extend GJ’s current role for three months.
10. AOB none.
DONM 30/9/21 (NB now moved to 7th October)

COLONSAY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
1. PROJECT REPORT – Scalasaig Development
Project

Scalasaig Development

Report Compiled by

Caroline Seymour

Reporting Period

September 2021

Project Status

Previous Status:

Current Status:

1. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY SINCE LAST REPORT
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Update Meeting held 21st September with TSL, chaired by Gordon Paice of Ralph Ogg
and attended by myself, Dannie and John Forbes. There were 3 issues of note:
o Planning has not been submitted by TSL for the self-build plots
o The Road Construction Consent (RCC) had not been submitted by TSL which
has meant that Argyll & Bute Council have not given them permission to open
up the Scalasaig South site onto the road. Negotiations with the council are
ongoing.
o TSL have advised that they think that they may have to extend the construction
of the road beyond our boundary lines. This would mean having part of a bank
being built on Colonsay Estate land. TSL have had verbal consent for this from
CE, however we have asked that consent is put in writing.
Groundworks are continuing on Scalasaig South and have also now begun on Scalasaig
North. We still do not have a Programme of Works or Schedule of Rates from TSL.
HIE have approved the £145,000 award for the business units.
The first valuation and invoice from TSL has been received and paid. This was paid
from the first draw down from the RIHF award.
Mowi formal agreement is still in progress with our solicitor, Calum MacLeod and
Mowi’s solicitor.
We have engaged Ewan MacDonald of Gregor Cameron to be Clerk of Works
Work is ongoing with Argyll & Bute council regarding the Standard Security on the
Regeneration Capital Grant Fund.

2. KEY ISSUES
No new issues
3. FORMAL APPROVALS / DECISIONS REQUIRED
None
4. NEXT REPORTING PERIOD ACTIVITIES
•
•
•

Detailed Programme of Works and Schedule of Rates from TSL
Confirm and agree the Development Agreement with Mowi
Standard Security with Argyll & Bute Council
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COLONSAY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
1. PROJECT REPORT – Scalasaig Development
5. APPENDICES
None
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COLONSAY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
1. PROJECT REPORT – Moorings
Project

Moorings

Report Compiled by

Lizzie Keenaghan

Reporting Period

October 2021

Project Status

Previous Status:

Current Status:

1. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY SINCE LAST REPORT
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

I’m working with Connie Fairbairn at MOWI on the plotting of final coordinates for the
moorings and a temporary holding area to the south, >250m from cable. I’m awaiting
the final draft from Connie. We are assessing how far into the bay we can plot them,
according to sea depths - see attached map so far.
I’ve opted for 40m spacings between moorings as a compromise between wide
spacings to avoid yachts swinging into each other, and keeping the row of moorings
within the shelter of the bay - increasing the spacing would extend them further out.
Marine Scotland are aware that we will re-submit shortly and have provided the
format that they would like for the new details.
Concluding the back ‘n forth of comments on Proximity Agreement with SSEN (known
as SHEPD) with Amy Stevenson, CCDC’s solicitor – last draft document attached. Amy
has worked on proximity agreements with SSEN before, and seems happy that it is as
good as it can be, with CCDC’s interests in mind.
Logo work now with Sarah Hobhouse – this will be needed in the winter to commission
signage.
I received MOWI’s proposed letter agreeing that CCDC will not hold them liable for
mishaps through the course of offering their practical work at the moorings.
Cameron Hathaway, our insurance advisor at NFU Mutual has seen this, and is happy
that our insurance plans are fine taking this arrangement with MOWI into account.

2. KEY ISSUES
•

I’d like to be sure that Directors have the opportunity to see & comment on both the
Proximity Agreement (with SSEN), and the liability-limiting letter of agreement (with
MOWI) now, as both of these need to be approved & signed shortly by Directors.

3. FORMAL APPROVALS / DECISIONS REQUIRED
•

Approving & signing these two documents noted above.

1

COLONSAY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
1. PROJECT REPORT – Moorings
4. NEXT REPORTING PERIOD ACTIVITIES
•

I hope to report next month that the marine licence details have be resubmitted to Marine Scotland and Crown Estate.

5. APPENDICES
•
•
•

Map draft
Proximity agreement draft
MOWI’s letter of agreement draft

As a guide for looking over the Proximity Agreement, these are key points included within it
that I’d like to highlight:
•
•
•
•

•

•

A requirement for a high level of insurance
Moorings must be no closer than 100m from the cable (and then its our choice to site
them at 105m away)
An agreed schedules of communication & notice between SSEN & CCDC, both ways,
for work/maintenance/changes.
If reasonably required (in the case of major works) SSEN can ask for the moorings
equipment to be moved (at their own expense, not ours), but we cannot hold them
liable for consequential losses, such as loss of earnings in that time.
We are asked to discourage visiting yachts from anchoring near cable, and also avoid
any marine contractors connected to ourselves manoeuvring over the cable with large
vessels.
SSEN can ask CCDC to cease activity at the moorings if required for particular major
works, with 3 months notice.
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EFFECTIVE DATE [xxx]

PROXIMITY AGREEMENT

BETWEEN

COLONSAY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

and

SCOTTISH HYDRO ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION plc

RELATING TO EXISTING SUBSEA ELECTRICITY CABLE INFRASTRUCTURE IN AND
AROUND LOCH STAOSNAIG, COLONSAY
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THIS AGREEMENT is made between
COLONSAY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY a company registered in Scotland
(Company Limited by Guarantee with Charitable Status, Charity Number SCO30317) whose
registered office is at Service Point, Scalasaig, Isle of Colonsay, PA61 7YWhereinafter referred to as
“CCDC” (which expression shall include their successors and permitted assignees), of the first part
and
SCOTTISH HYDRO ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION plc a company registered in Scotland
(No. SC213460) whose registered office is at Inveralmond House, 200 Dunkeld Road, Perth PH1 3AQ
hereinafter referred to as “SHEPD” (which expression shall include their successors and the transferees),
of the second part.
WHEREAS:
A. CCDC propose to develop, construct and operate New Moorings for visiting yachts as per
information provided by them to SHEPD as detailed within Appendices [xx].
B. SHEPD owns and operates the SHEPD Power Cable (as hereinafter defined).
C. It is anticipated that some construction works and installation of the moorings shall be carried
out in close proximity, circa but no closer than 100 metres to the SHEPD Power Cable.
D. CCDC and SHEPD wish to protect their respective assets.
E. This Agreement sets out the terms and conditions governing the proposed Proximity Area and
is intended also to govern the terms and conditions of Accepted Layout.
NOW IT IS HEREBY AGREED by and between the parties as follows:
1

DEFINITIONS

In this Agreement, the expressions set out below shall bear the following meanings.

"Affiliate"

- means in relation to any party, any company which is a Subsidiary of
such party or a company of which such party is a Subsidiary; or a
company which is another Subsidiary of a company of which such
party is a Subsidiary;

"Appendix"

- means the Appendix, comprising of [x] Parts (named as Appendices)
annexed and executed as relative hereto;

"Accepted Layout"

- means the proposed development referred to in ‘A’ above or such
other layout as may be varied and amended by agreement between the
parties in accordance with the terms hereof;

"Authority"

- means an authority whether statutory public local European
international or otherwise United Kingdom Government or Scottish
Government department or agency or a court of competent jurisdiction;
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"Confidential Information"

- means any information in whatever form about or concerning SHEPD
or CCDC and their Affiliates and any of their contractors, sub-
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contractors, employees, servants or agents including, but not limited to,
business products and methods of Works of any of the aforesaid
persons but not including any such information which:
(a)
is or becomes generally available to the public (other than by
reason of a breach of this Agreement); or
(b)
is known to the receiving or acquiring party at the time of its
receipt or acquisition; or
(c)
is subsequently acquired from a third party on terms that it may
be disclosed and/or used where such third party is lawfully entitled to
disclose on such terms; or
(d)
is required to be disclosed by a court of law, regulatory
authority or tribunal of competent jurisdiction.
"Future Cable(s)"

- means a cable or cables to be laid by SHEPD after the development
contemplated by this Agreement has been completed;

"Minimum Separation Distance"- means at least one hundred (100) metres of any part of the Accepted
Layout from the SHEPD Power Cable;
"Necessary Consents"

- means all consents licences permissions orders exemptions and
approvals required from any Authority (and shall include for the
avoidance of doubt all assessments which may be required to be
undertaken before the issue of any of the foregoing) or required by
CCDC providing for the construction, operation and maintenance of
the development of the New Moorings;

"Operational Requirements"

- means the obligations on CCDC providing for the construction,
operation and maintenance of the New Moorings, as set out in
Appendices [xxx];

"New Moorings"

- means all structures, materials, anchors/blocks, ropes/wires,
moorings, support vehicles/vessels used by/installed by CCDC,
together with all other ancillary apparatus, fixtures and fittings, all as
shown in Appendices [xxx];

"Proximity Area"

- means the area where the New Moorings or any Works is within two
hundred and fifty (250) metres of the SHEPD Power Cable, being the
area shown edged red on the plan contained in Appendix [x];

"SHEPD Power Cable(s)"

- means the power cable(s) installed and owned by SHEPD between
Loch Staosnaig, Colonsay and Islay along the route shown in red in
Appendix [x] (which route is indicative only);

"Subsidiary"

- a company is a subsidiary of another company if the latter owns
legally or beneficially, directly or indirectly, the shares of the former,
such share having the right to fifty percent (50%) or more of the voting
rights under ordinary circumstances in a general meeting of
shareholders;

"Works"

- means any operation in the Proximity Area which includes, without
limitation, Works within the Proximity Area, and any maintenance or
remedial Works of whatever nature (including removal) therein
relating to either the construction and ongoing operation and
maintenance of the New Moorings or the SHEPD Power Cable. Any
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recovery operations carried out within the Proximity Area by either
SHEPD or CCDC after the date of termination of this Agreement shall
continue to be regarded as Works under the terms of this Agreement
and the rights, obligations and liabilities of SHEPD or CCDC in respect
of the performance of Works under this Agreement shall continue to
apply.
2

INTERPRETATION

2.1
The Appendices to this Agreement form part of the Agreement and any clause which contains
a reference to an Appendix or any part thereof shall be read as if the Appendix were set out at length in
the body of the clause itself.
2.2
The headings in this Agreement are inserted for convenience and shall be ignored in construing
this Agreement.
2.3
Where the sense requires words denoting singular shall also include the plural and vice versa.
References to persons shall include firms and companies and vice versa. Reference to the male shall
include the female.
2.4
This Agreement represents the entire understanding of the agreement between the parties in
relation to the matters dealt with herein and supersedes all provisions, undertakings and agreements,
whether oral or written, relating thereto.
3

CAPACITY OF THE PARTIES

Both CCDC and SHEPD warrant that they are duly authorised to make this Agreement.
4

PROCEDURES
AND
CONDUCT
OF
CONSTRUCTION/INSTALLATION WORKS

THE

NEW

MOORINGS

4.1
SHEPD agrees to the installation of those parts of the New Moorings within the Proximity Area
subject to the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement.
4.2
The New Moorings (insofar as lying within the Proximity Area) shall be installed and operated
only in accordance with the Accepted Layout or on such other location and layout as SHEPD and CCDC
may agree from time to time in writing with both parties acting reasonably. When agreed, such
alternative approved layout(s) shall be deemed to be the Approved Layout.
4.3
CCDC shall not later than three (3) months prior to the planned date for commencement of the
Works (or such other period as SHEPD may agree to) identify the position of the SHEPD Power Cables
within the Proximity Area. If requested, SHEPD shall provide CCDC with the latest available positions
which they have for the SHEPD Power Cables and shall provide, upon request, any reasonable assistance
to CCDC in locating the SHEPD Power Cables at Loch Staosnaig. If, following the provision of such
reasonable assistance, the position of the SHEPD Power Cables have not been identified by CCDC, the
parties shall discuss and agree upon a suitable method for carrying out the Works.
4.4
CCDC shall then consult and (if requested) meet with SHEPD and provide SHEPD (at CCDC’s
cost) with such designs, details and procedures, including risk assessments and method statements for
performance of the Works which will enable SHEPD to satisfy itself as to the safety and security of the
SHEPD Power Cables and the technical adequacy of the Works. Such designs, details and procedures
shall include, but without limitation thereto, construction methods, designs and programmes, vessel
handling and positioning systems (if used during the construction), mooring deployment details,
provision of adequate separation between the SHEPD Power Cable and the development and protection
of the SHEPD Power Cables. Following confirmation by SHEPD to CCDC that it is satisfied it has
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sufficient information, there shall be a period of fourteen (14) days after during which period SHEPD
shall comment on the implications for the safety and security of the SHEPD Power Cables and the
proposed Works.
4.5
After consultation pursuant to Clause 4.4 and not later than twenty-eight (28) days prior to the
planned date for commencement of the Works (or such other period as SHEPD may agree to), CCDC
shall provide electronically to SHEPD the final designs, details and procedures and SHEPD shall
examine such final designs, details and procedures and will endeavour to give their written acceptance
(which shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) to such final designs, details and procedures
within fourteen (14) days from the date on which it receives the same. No Works shall be carried out by
CCDC prior to SHEPD’s written acceptance as aforesaid.
4.6
In granting their written acceptance of CCDC’s final designs, details and procedures, SHEPD
shall not be under any duty whatsoever whether arising out of this Agreement or generally at law to
ensure the accuracy, correctness or completeness of such final designs, details and procedures. Written
acceptance of the final designs, details and procedures by SHEPD shall not release CCDC from any
other obligation or liability under or arising out of this Agreement or generally at law and shall not as
between the parties be capable of amounting to negligence or contributory negligence on the part of
SHEPD in the event of any claim or proceedings arising out of or in connection with the Works.
4.7
CCDC shall ensure that all aspects of the Works, (including, for the avoidance of doubt, any
mooring weights and/or anchors) shall not be within the Minimum Separation Distance.
4.8
CCDC shall not deploy grapnels, anchors or other ground mooring equipment across, over,
above or within the Minimum Separation Distance during or after the installation, operation or
decommissioning of this particular development.
4.9
CCDC shall allow SHEPD reasonable access to the SHEPD Power Cables, for the purpose of
urgent maintenance Works, during any:
(a)

survey performed by CCDC to identify the position of the SHEPD Power Cables pursuant to
Clause 4.3;

(b)

installation of the New Moorings within the Proximity Area;

4.10
SHEPD shall make reasonable efforts to procure that any Works carried out on the SHEPD
Power Cables shall be carried out in such a manner that minimises any disruption to the New Moorings.
4.11 CCDC shall give at least twenty eight (28) days’ notice to SHEPD of their intention to
commence Works (including, for the avoidance of doubt, any future Works within the Proximity
Area),.Such notice to be marked for the attention of the Marine Consents Manager and Stakeholder
Engagement Manager and issued to: submarinecablesproject@sse.com

Commented [ACS1]: We need a named contact/email and
reference here.
Commented [MH2R1]: Rob – can you provide that detail?

4.12 Prior to and during development Works, the Proximity Area shall be inspected by CCDC or on
its behalf, at CCDC’s expense, by means of such method as shall be reasonably determined by CCDC,
to ascertain that all aspects of the development and the SHEPD Power Cables have the agreed Minimum
Separation Distance within the Proximity Area in accordance with this Agreement. In the event that any
Works and the SHEPD Power Cables have not been adequately separated, CCDC shall consult with
SHEPD to determine the most appropriate course of action (both parties acting reasonably) and CCDC
shall, at its own expense, carry out the agreed course of action to provide such separation.

Commented [BR3R1]: SHEPD submarine cables generic e-mail
inserted. This e-mail account is always monitored.

4.13

CCDC shall provide SHEPD with:
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(a)

the as-built co-ordinates and layout plan within twenty-eight (28) days after completion of the
New Moorings of the actual as-built construction details of all deposits, anchors, moorings and
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all other associated fixed or temporary ancillary apparatus in the Proximity Area and at the same
time or thereafter within the following twenty-eight (28) days;
(b)

north-up admiralty charts containing:
•

Latitude and longitude (WGS84) and UTM grid co-ordinates of any as-built
infrastructure;

•

Planned and actual as-built position of infrastructure;

•

Surveyed position of existing cables and/or marker locations;

•

Any features observed or significant events during installation;

(c)

[as applicable/available] any video footage; spatial data and; access to any written reports
conditioned under the marine licence stating the nature and quantity of all substances and
articles deposited below Mean High Water Springs.

4.14

With reference to 4.13 (a), (b) and (c):
all as-built data and reports shall be provided digitally and provided in two (2) formats:
•

Microsoft Word (.doc/docx) editable word processing format; and

•

Adobe PDF format with bookmarks applied to each section, and no document
security settings applied;

all charts shall be provided in both CAD format (DWG files) and Adobe PDF format with
layer controls;
any video footage [as applicable/available] shall be provided in .WMV format;
all spatial data acquired during the project shall be provided as GIS shapefiles and assigned
metadata conforming to, as a minimum, ISO 19115.
5

OPERATION OF/FUTURE WORKS AT THE NEW MOORINGS OR THE SHEPD
POWER CABLES

5.1
Following the completion of the works in accordance with Clause 4 above, CCDC shall maintain
and operate the New Moorings in accordance with the Operational Requirements.
5.2
Following the completion of the works to create the New Moorings, whenever future Works are
proposed on the SHEPD Power Cables or in association with the New Moorings, (excluding urgent
maintenance or repair), the party intending to carry out the Works shall give three (3) months written
notification to the other party before the Works is started. Such notification shall state the nature of the
Works proposed, the intended commencement date and the likely timescale for the conduct of such
Works. In cases where urgent maintenance or repair Works (in the reasonable opinion of the Party
instructing the Works) must be carried out, shorter verbal notification followed immediately by e-mail
may be given. Except in an emergency, SHEPD shall not carry out Works without the prior consent of
the other party, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed.

Commented [BR4]: Accepted
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5.3
CCDC agrees to permit SHEPD, at SHEPD's expense, to re-lay the SHEPD Power Cables within
the Proximity Area, in a location to be agreed between the parties, both acting reasonably, in terms of
Clause 5.3.1 (a) if such re-laying becomes necessary for any reason.
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5.3.1 Except in the case of emergency or urgent maintenance Works:
(a) SHEPD shall consult with CCDC and provide CCDC (at SHEPD’s cost) with such
designs, details and procedures for performance of the re-laying which will enable CCDC to
satisfy itself as to the safety and security of their New Moorings operations and the technical
adequacy of the re-laying. Such designs, details and procedures shall include, but without
limitation thereto, construction methods and programmes, vessel handling and positioning
systems, trenching details, stabilisation details, provision of adequate separation between the
SHEPD Power Cables and the New Moorings apparatus/installation and protection (if
required) of any New Moorings associated apparatus. There shall be a period of fourteen (14)
days after each consultation phase referred to above during which period CCDC shall be
entitled to comment on the implications for the safety and security of the New Moorings and
the technical adequacy of the proposed Works;
(b) After consultation, pursuant to Clause 5.3.1(a) and not later than one (1) month prior
to the planned date for commencement of the re-laying, SHEPD shall electronically provide
CCDC with the final designs, details and procedures;
(c) In giving their comments on SHEPD’s designs, details and procedures CCDC shall
not be under any duty whatsoever whether arising out of this Agreement or generally at law to
ensure the accuracy, correctness or completeness of such final designs, details and procedures.
Approval of the final designs, details and procedures by CCDC shall not release SHEPD from
any other obligation or liability under or arising out of this Agreement or generally at law and
shall not as between the parties be capable of amounting to negligence or contributory
negligence on the part of CCDC in the event of any claim or proceedings arising out of or in
connection with the Works;
(d) SHEPD shall give fourteen (14) days’ notice of their intention to commence relaying or maintenance Works on the SHEPD Power Cables provided that the terms of this
clause 5.3 have been met.
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5.3.2 SHEPD shall allow CCDC reasonable access to their New Moorings for the purpose of
urgent maintenance Works, during any:
(a)

survey performed by SHEPD pursuant to this Clause 5; and

(b)

re-laying or maintenance of the SHEPD Power Cables within the Proximity
Area;

5.3.3 During re-laying or maintenance of the SHEPD Power Cables, CCDC shall make all
reasonable efforts to procure that any Works carried out at the New Moorings shall be carried
out in such a manner that the relaying or maintenance of the SHEPD Power Cables may be
carried on without delay or interruption.
5.3.4 Either during the re-laying or as soon as practicable after the re-laying of the SHEPD
Power Cables, the Proximity Area shall be inspected by SHEPD or on its behalf, at SHEPD’s
expense, by means of such method as shall be reasonably determined by SHEPD, to ascertain
that the New Moorings and the SHEPD Power Cables have achieved the Minimum Separation
Distance within the Proximity Area in accordance with this Agreement. In the event that the
New Moorings and the SHEPD Power Cables have not achieved the Minimum Separation
Distance, SHEPD shall consult with CCDC to determine the most appropriate course of action
and SHEPD shall, at its own expense, then carry out the agreed course of action to provide such
separation.
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5.3.5 SHEPD shall provide CCDC with the actual as-laid location of the re-laid SHEPD
Power Cables as soon as practicable after the completion of the installation in term of this Clause
5.3
5.4
Each party shall make all reasonable efforts to ensure that any Works conducted within the
Proximity Area shall be carried out in such a manner that the Works may be conducted without delay or
interruption. Where necessary for Works or to allow repair to, or maintenance of, the SHEPD Cables,
SHEPD shall be entitled (endeavouring to give a minimum of 3 months’ notice where possible, but such
notice not to be required in the case of emergency) to demand that the operation/use of and/or any CCDC
planned or unplanned construction, maintenance, repair, removal works associated with the New
Moorings (or any associated part thereof) within the Proximity Area be temporarily ceased at no cost or
claim to SHEPD. Prior to issuing such demand, SHEPD shall insofar as possible (having regard to the
operations of the New Moorings and the nature of the repair Works), seek to programme such repair
Works so as to minimise disruption to CCDC.
6

LIABILITIES FOR DAMAGE

6.1
Subject to the limitations specified in Clauses 7, CCDC shall be liable for, and shall indemnify
and hold harmless SHEPD for, any damage to the SHEPD Power Cables which arises out of or in
connection with Works carried out by CCDC.
6.2
Subject to the limitations specified in Clauses 7, SHEPD shall be liable for, and shall indemnify
and hold harmless CCDC for, any damage to the New Moorings which arises out of or in connection
with Works carried out by SHEPD.
6.3
In the event of either SHEPD or CCDC being liable for damage to the New Moorings or the
SHEPD Power Cables respectively, the party whose asset has suffered the damage shall make all
reasonable effort to notify the other party of the existence of the damage to the SHEPD Power Cables
or the New Moorings respectively, as soon as practicable.
6.4
In the event of either SHEPD or CCDC being liable for damage to the New Moorings or the
SHEPD Power Cables respectively, the owner of the damaged asset shall make all reasonable effort to
minimise costs and shall take all reasonable action to repair the SHEPD Power Cables or the New
Moorings respectively, as soon as practicable.
6.5
Subject to the monetary limitations specified in Clause 7.1, CCDC shall indemnify and hold
harmless SHEPD for any demand, claim, suit, or proceeding brought against SHEPD by any other
person (including SHEPD’s and their sub-contractor's employees) not party to this Agreement and
against any damage and/or costs (including legal fees) agreed to be paid by SHEPD as a result of such
demand, claim, suit or proceeding, if such demand, claim, suit or proceeding arises out of or in
connection with Works carried out by CCDC.
6.6
Subject to the limitations specified in Clause 7.2, SHEPD shall indemnify and hold harmless
CCDC for any demand, claim, suit, or proceeding brought against CCDC by any other person (including
employees of CCDC and its sub-contractor's employees) not a party to this Agreement and against any
damage and/or costs (including legal fees) agreed to be paid by CCDC as a result of such demand, claim,
suit or proceeding, if such demand, claim, suit or proceeding arises out of or in connection with Works
carried out by SHEPD.
6.7
Each party shall forthwith notify the other if any claim or demand is made or action brought
against it in respect of which the other is to indemnify it in accordance with this Clause 6. The
indemnifying party shall (unless the claim, demand or action includes liability not covered by the
indemnifying party’s indemnity) have the right, at its own expense, to conduct any litigation arising
therefrom and all negotiations in connection therewith and the indemnified party shall afford the
indemnifying party all reasonable assistance in connection therewith and shall not admit liability or
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settle such claims or demands or any associated costs, proceedings or damages, or make any payment
on account of the same, without the written consent of the indemnifying party, which consent shall not
be unreasonably withheld or delayed except under an order of a Court of competent jurisdiction.
6.8
No party to this Agreement excludes or restricts liability for death or personal injury resulting
from its own negligence.
6.9
Each party shall be responsible for all pollution or environmental damage caused by it during
any Works hereunder and shall indemnify and hold harmless the other party from liability in respect of
such pollution or environmental damage.
6.10 Wherever in this Agreement reference is made to Works, repairs or inspections carried out by,
or access allowed to, CCDC or SHEPD respectively, this shall include Works, repairs or inspections
actually carried out by, or access actually allowed to, the aforesaid’s sub-contractors, employees,
servants or agents.
7

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND INSURANCE

7.1
The total liability of CCDC to SHEPD under this Agreement shall be limited to the sum of TEN
MILLION POUNDS (£10,000,000) sterling in total for any incident or series of incidents, related or
unrelated, in any period of twelve (12) months starting to run from time to time after every (first) incident
(or series of connected incidents).
7.2
The total liability of SHEPD to CCDC under this Agreement shall be limited to the sum of TEN
MILLION POUNDS (£10,000,000) sterling in total for any incident or series of incidents, related or
unrelated, in any period of twelve (12) months starting to run from time to time after every (first) incident
(or series of connected incidents).
7.3
The figures specified in Clauses 7.1 and 7.2 shall be reviewed every five (5) years (if required
and failing agreement shall be determined in accordance with Clause 13 of this Agreement), providing
always that each Party shall, throughout the duration of this Agreement, insure at its own cost with an
insurance office approved to do business in the United Kingdom, (or, in the case of SHEPD only, hold
equivalent self-insurance) for, its liability under Clause 6 above, up to the limits set out in this Clause 7.
Each Party shall provide to the other Party, on demand (but not any more than once in any calendar
year) evidence of such insurance unless the Party self-insures pursuant to this Clause 7.3. SHEPD and
CCDC undertake that any policies of insurance of shall contain waivers of subrogation rights which
reflect what is set out in this Agreement.
7.4
Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 7.3 above, CCDC shall ensure that any associated
tenant of the New Moorings will also ensure that it holds public liability insurance in relation to its
interest in the New Moorings for not less than TEN MILLION POUNDS (£10,000,000) sterling with
an established insurance company of repute against all claims, and shall throughout the terms of this
Agreement pay the premiums and CCDC when reasonably required by SHEPD shall exhibit to them
such evidence that they may reasonably require to satisfy themselves that this provision has been
complied with. CCDC shall not do or permit to be done anything which may render any such insurance
policy void.
8

FUTURE CABLES AND MARINA/BREAKWATERMOORINGS ALTERATIONS

8.1
In the event that CCDC either alone or together with any joint owners desires to undertake the
expansion of existing, or installation of any new plant, seabed/shore deposits, fixtures, moorings etc
within the Proximity Area, it shall notify SHEPD of such proposals as soon as reasonably practicable,
and insofar as such expanded or new apparatus shall be installed within the Proximity Area, SHEPD
hereby agrees to permit such expansion provided that the expansion is carried out in accordance with
the provisions of this Agreement.
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8.2
In the event that SHEPD either alone or together with any joint owner’s desires to undertake the
laying of Future Cable(s) within the Proximity Area, it shall notify CCDC of such proposals as soon as
reasonably practicable, and insofar as such Future Cable(s) shall be installed within the Proximity Area,
CCDC hereby agrees to permit such Future Cable(s) to be laid near the New Moorings provided that
any Works relating to the Future Cable(s) and the location of the Future Cable(s) is in accordance with
the provisions of this Agreement . .
9

DURATION OF AGREEMENT

This Agreement shall come into effect on the last date of execution hereof and (or as otherwise agreed
between the parties) shall continue in force until either the New Moorings or the SHEPD Power Cables
have been permanently removed. At the point that the New Moorings or the SHEPD Power Cables have
been permanently removed, the party responsible for the permanent removal shall confirm to the other
party in writing that the installation has been permanently removed and this Agreement is at an end. .
10
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WAIVER

The waiver of any breach of any term or condition of this Agreement shall not be deemed to be a waiver
of any other breach of the same or any other term or condition of this Agreement. No waiver shall be
valid unless it is in writing and signed on behalf of the party making the waiver.
11

MODIFICATIONS

No modification or amendment of this Agreement shall be valid unless in writing and signed on behalf
of the parties.
12

ASSIGNATION

12.1 This Agreement, and the rights and obligations hereunder of the parties hereto, shall not be
assigned in whole or in part by either party without the prior written consent of the other party which
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld; except that no consent of any kind shall be required in the
case of an assignment:
(a)

to a successor to all or substantially all of the assigning party's business; or

(b)

to an Affiliate; or

(c)

to a purchaser of the whole or material part of the assignor’s interest in the respective asset.

12.2 Any transfer by CCDC of the whole or any part of the interest in the New Moorings and any
transfer by SHEPD of the whole or any part of their interest in the SHEPD Power Cables shall require
the transferor of such interest to:
(a)

give notice to SHEPD and/or CCDC (together the “continuing parties"); and

(b)

simultaneously with such transfer assign to the transferee of such interest the whole (or
in the case of the transferee of a part of such interest a proportionate part) of its rights
and obligations under this Agreement; and

(c)

make it a condition precedent of such transfer that the transferee shall enter into an
agreement with the continuing parties to observe and be bound by the terms of this
Agreement; and
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(d)

until the date of execution of the agreement referred to in Clause 12.1 above, SHEPD
and CCDC undertake to be bound by this Agreement.

12.3 The assigning party shall give written notice to the other party of any assignation promptly after
such assignment has been effected. Any assignation of the whole or any part of a party’s rights or
obligations hereunder shall not be valid unless the assignee/successor agrees in writing to be bound by
the provisions hereof.
13

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

13.1 If any dispute arises out of or in connection with or relating to this Agreement or the validity or
termination thereof, the dispute shall in the first instance be referred to the parties at the mailing
addresses detailed in Clause 15.2.
13.2 In the event that the parties referred to in Clause 13.1 shall prove unable to resolve the dispute
within twenty-eight (28) days of its referral to them by a final friendly settlement and within said period
do not agree that there is a firm and solid basis for such settlement, the parties will attempt to settle it by
mediation in accordance with the Centre for Dispute Resolution (“CEDR”) Model Mediation Procedure
(the “Model Procedure”).
13.3 To initiate a mediation a party must give notice in writing (the “ADR Notice”) to the other
parties to the dispute (in accordance with Clause 15) requesting a mediation in accordance with this
Clause.
13.4.

A copy of the request should be sent to CEDR.

13.5

The mediation shall start not later than fourteen (14) days after the date of the ADR Notice.

13.6 The language of the mediation shall be English. Any party producing documents or participating
in the mediation in any other language will provide the necessary translations and interpretation
facilities.
13.7

The mediation shall take place in Edinburgh or such other place as the parties may agree.

13.8 Subject to Clause 13.7, no party may commence any court proceedings in relation to such
dispute unless they have attempted to settle it by mediation and that mediation has terminated.
13.9 Without prejudice to Clauses 13.1 and 13.2, any party may at any time commence court
proceedings in order to obtain interim relief. Once the issue of interim relief has been disposed of by the
courts, the parties will take no further steps in the court proceedings until the mediation has terminated.
If no mediation has been instituted, the party seeking interim relief shall serve an ADR Notice on the
other party as soon as the issue of interim relief has been disposed of by the courts.
13.10 Unless extended by agreement of the parties, if the matter has not been resolved by the Model
Procedure within twenty-eight (28) days of the initiation of such procedure, or if either party will not
participate in a Model Procedure, the dispute may be referred to arbitration of an Arbitrator to be
appointed in accordance with the Arbitration (Scotland) Act 2010 under declaration that the seat of
Arbitration shall be in Scotland.
14
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This Agreement shall be governed in all respects by the laws of Scotland and the parties submit to the
non-exclusive jurisdiction of the Scottish courts.
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NOTICES
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15.1

A notification shall be duly served and received if:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

delivered personally, at the time of actual delivery;
sent by e-mail, upon transmission of a read receipt from the addressee;
sent by facsimile, upon its receipt being confirmed in writing;
sent by registered post to an address within the same country, four (4) days after the date of
posting;
sent by registered post to an address not within the same country, ten (10) days after the time of
posting;
sent by courier, on the second business day following the date of despatch.

(e)
(f)

15.2 All notices and other communications relating to this Agreement (unless stated otherwise) shall
be in writing and shall be delivered as follows:
If to SHEPD:
Address:

Telephone:
Email:

Head of Subsea Cable Projects
Scottish Hydro Electric Power Distribution plc
Inveralmond House
200 Dunkeld Road
Perth PH1 3AQ
Scotland
+44 (0)1738 456000
submarinecablesproject@sse.com

Emergency Contact tel. no. for SHEPD: 0800 300 999 or 105
If to CCDC:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:

[xxxx]
[xxxx]
[xxxx]

or to such addressees as the parties may from time to time notify pursuant to this Clause.
16

CONFIDENTIALITY

16.1 Subject as is provided in Clause 16.2 each party undertakes that they will keep secret and
confidential and will not disclose and will use only for the purposes of this Agreement any Confidential
Information which they may receive or acquire pursuant to this Agreement.
16.2 Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 16.1 either party may disclose such Confidential
Information to their respective sub-contractors, to their Affiliates and to their Affiliate’s contractors and
sub-contractors, and to any of their respective employees, servants or agents who need such Confidential
Information for the purpose of enabling the party making disclosure to perform any of their obligations
or exercise any of their rights under this Agreement provided that such aforementioned contractor, subcontractor, Affiliate, employee, servant or agent shall have undertaken to keep such Confidential
Information confidential and not to disclose it or use it for any other purpose, and each party shall be
liable to the other for any breach by their Affiliates in terms of this Clause 16.2.
17
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REPRESENTATIVES
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17.1 SHEPD shall be entitled but not obliged to have not more than two (2) representatives present
whenever Works is carried out by CCDC at the New Moorings.
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17.2 CCDC shall be entitled but not obliged to have not more than two (2) representatives present
whenever Works is carried out by SHEPD on the SHEPD Power Cables.
18.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS

Each of SHEPD and CCDC is and shall remain at all times an independent contractor fully responsible
for its own acts or defaults (including those of its employees or agents). No party is authorised and none
of the parties nor their employees, agents or representatives shall at any time attempt to act or act on
behalf of another party to bind the other party in any manner whatsoever to any obligations. Neither
party nor its employees, agents or representatives shall engage in any acts which may lead any person
to believe that such party is an employee, agent or representative of the other party. Nothing in this
Agreement shall be deemed to constitute a partnership between the parties.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have signed this Agreement together with the appendices
and plans annexed as follows:
For COLONSAY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
Signed: ________________________

Witness Signature:

__________________________

Name:

Witness Name:

__________________________

Witness Address:

__________________________

________________________

Position: ________________________
Date:

________________________

__________________________

For SCOTTISH HYDRO ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION plc

Signed: ________________________

Witness Signature:

__________________________

Name:

Witness Name:

__________________________

Witness Address:

__________________________

________________________

Position: ________________________
Date:

________________________

__________________________
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THESE ARE THE APPENDICES REFERRED TO IN THE FOREGOING PROXIMITY
AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO BETWEEN SCOTTISH HYDRO ELECTRIC POWER
DISTRIBUTION PLC AND COLONSAY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

APPENDIX 1 – CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
1. During construction operations, CCDC shall use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that no
vessels with a draft greater than three point five (3.5) metres shall be permitted to traverse above
the SHEPD Power Cable within areas where water depth is under ten (10) metres and shall
instruct all such vessels to anchor at a location no closer than one hundred (100) metres from
the SHEPD Power Cable. For the avoidance of doubt, there must always be at least six point
five (6.5) metres vertical lateral clearance between vessel keel and the seabed. For further
avoidance of doubt, the specified one hundred (100) metres means the nearest point of the vessel
spread – including anchors – to the SHEPD Power Cable.
2. During construction operations CCDC shall use reasonable endeavours to relay to any
contracted or employed parties known to be using vessels the provisions of clause 1 above and
the presence of the SHEPD Power Cable, and erect and maintain signage in a location to be
agreed with SHEPD to (i) notify vessels with a draft of less than three point five (3.5) metres of
the provisions within 1. above and (ii) advise all such vessels of the presence of the SHEPD
cable but declaring that CCDC shall not be responsible for any vessel beyond the provisions of
this Clause 2..
3. On completion of the New Moorings, CCDC shall (i) maintain signage at the New Moorings
and at the landing point in Queen’s Bay (in terms acceptable to SHEPD, acting reasonably) and
promulgate information, indicating the presence of the SHEPD Power Cable and will discourage
craft from anchoring between the moorings and the cable, and (ii) ensure that any documentation
produced for the benefit of skippers of vessels in association with the New Moorings or
surrounding area shall have regard to the requirements of this Agreement.
4. CCDC shall use reasonable endeavours (i) to identify times of inclement weather, (via
forecasts), that may prevent the safe operation/construction of the New Moorings Works within
the vicinity of the SHEPD Power Cables, and (ii) in such times, shall use such reasonable
endeavours to determine (in so far as reasonably practicable), to remove, make safe and/or
protect the New Moorings to reduce the risk of damage to the SHEPD Power Cables.
5. CCDC shall prevent vessels from utilising the New Moorings from 1st November to 1st March
over the duration of this agreement ] by utilising whatever methods they deem appropriate.
6. SHEPD shall not require CCDC to remove or alter the New Moorings for the purposes of
inspecting the SHEPD Power Cable except where this is required in connection with
investigation of faults or other critical maintenance activities, and if SHEPD requires the New
Moorings to be altered or removed, SHEPD shall provide as much notice to CCDC as possible,
and will bear the costs of doing so, including any reinstatement of the New Moorings after the
Works requiring their removal or alteration has been completed. In such circumstances SHEPD
reserve the right to procure and undertake the works at their discretion relating to removal and
reinstatement of the New Moorings and will require CCDC to exonerate them from all liability
relating to these works including consequential loss.
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7. For all CCDC Works, including future maintenance Works, the day to day operation of the New
Moorings and all other associated Works/operations thereof, CCDC shall (i) ensure that such
Works are carried out in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, (including Clause 4
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hereof), and (ii) where appropriate, shall give not less than twenty-four (24) hours’ notice to
SHEPD’s Head of Subsea Cable Projects of such Works.
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APPENDIX 2 – NEWMOORING DEVELOPMENT PLAN (LOCATION)
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APPENDIX 3 – NEW MOORING DEVELOPMENT PLAN (DETAILED LAYOUT)
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APPENDIX 4 – NEW MOORING DETAILED DESIGN
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APPENDIX 5 – RPL OF SHEPD’S INSTALLED SUBMARINE CABLE
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APPENDIX 6 – AS-BUILT CABLE PLANS ALONGWITH PROXIMITY DISTANCE
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Your Ref:

Colonsay Community Development Company
Colonsay Village Hall
Scalasaig
Isle of Colonsay
Argyll
PA61 7YW

Our Ref:

Date:
Please ask for:
Ext:
Direct Dial:
E-mail:
Direct Fax:

FAO L Keenaghan
DRATTER/Secretary Initials/M26065/483
Please quote this when replying

8 September 2021
David Ratter
553395
+44 131 474 2395
David.Ratter@dwf.law

Dear All
Mowi Scotland Limited
Colonsay Community Development Company Ltd
Colonsay Moorings Project
We act on behalf of Mowi Scotland Limited, incorporated in Scotland under the Companies Acts (with Company
Number SC138843) and having their registered office at First Floor, Admiralty Park, Admiralty Road, Rosyth,
Fife, KY11 2YW ("Mowi"). On behalf of and as instructed by Mowi we hereby confirm to you Colonsay
Community Development Company, incorporated in Scotland under the Companies Acts (with Company
Number SC208892) and having your registered office at Colonsay Village Hall, Scalasaig, Isle of Colonsay,
Argyll, PA61, 7YW ("CCDC") as follows in relation to your project to install moorings for the use of third party
visitors off the Isle of Colonsay ("the Project"):
1. Subject to your receiving a contribution (whether financial or in kind) from Highlands and Islands
Enterprise (and any other relevant public sector bodies) of a value of not less or approximately equal
to the Mowi Contribution (as afterdefined), Mowi will provide over the course of the initial three years of
the Project (commencing in [insert month] 2021) the services broadly outlined in the letter dated
11 May 2021 from Mowi to CCDC annexed and signed as relative hereto equating to a total Mowi
contribution of approximately £18,680 (including a direct financial contribution to advertising of £510)
(the "Mowi Contribution").
2. In recognition that no consideration is being made in return for the Mowi Contribution, by acceptance of
this Letter and receipt of the Mowi Contribution (or any part thereof), CCDC acknowledge that Mowi
(and any of its agents and sub-contractors or any other party for whom Mowi may be legally responsible)
shall not in the provision of the services comprised within the Mowi Contribution (or any matter
whatsoever resulting directly or indirectly thereform) be liable in any way for any injury to or loss or
damage whatsoever suffered by CCDC or any of its agents or any party for whom CCDC is liable in law
or any third parties, save only to the extent that the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 provides otherwise.
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8 September 2021

3. Mowi shall use reasonable endeavours to maintain public liability insurance as part of its usual conduct
of its usual business during the term of the Project.
Yours faithfully

.................................................................................
David Ratter
Partner
for DWF LLP

................................................................... (Witness)
Julie Gorrie
No. 2 Lochrin Square
96 Fountainbridge
Edinburgh

We, Colonsay Community Development Company being the party designed as "CCDC" in the foregoing
letter) hereby accept the terms and conditions contained therein.

Signed: ……………………. DIRECTOR

Signed: ………………………… WITNESS

Date:

Full name: ………………………………..

……………………..

Witness address: …………………………
………………………….

2
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Colonsay Community Development Company
Colonsay Trading Company
Annual Board Programme
Report to CCDC/CTC Boards – October 2021

Background
The company is moving into a new phase in its history, and in addition to the crofts and the recent
acquisition of the Manse will soon have moorings, housing and commercial property interests, too.
In a separate paper, proposals are set out to adapt the staff structure of the company to prepare for
these changes.
This paper suggests a more structured approach to the work of the Board, in anticipation of the
changes and the company’s new responsibilities.

Proposal
It is proposed that an annual calendar is developed for monthly Board meetings to help staff plan
and prepare the flow of reports and updates for the Board over the course of a financial year. This
will help make best use of staff time and maximise the effectiveness of each monthly meeting.
Some items of business are predictable and can be scheduled with confidence (for example
reporting on Annual Accounts, or setting budgets for the year ahead) however others are not, so any
programme must remain flexible. The programme may need to be revised at short notice to
accommodate special or urgent issues that require the Boards attention.
Similarly, as projects are developed there will be busy months and quiet months, so any programme
needs to take this into account too.
A suggested starting point for the second half of 2021/22 is set out at Appendix A. This shows simple
monthly project updates but with quarterly “in-depth” reporting. Different levels of reporting are
staggered across the year to help even out the load on staff, and create balanced and monthly
agendas.
For other activities, quarterly reporting may be all that’s required.
At year-end it is proposed that there should be a “summing up” of progress and performance across
all activities, that would then feed into the annual Annual General Meeting.

Recommendation
It is recommended that the CCDC Board:
1. Note the draft programme at Appendix A, and suggest any changes or improvements
2. Agree to trial this approach to agenda planning and reporting for the remainder of 2021/22
and if successful adopt from 2022/23

Dannie Onn
Callum Hay
October 2021

CCDC Director / Chair
CCDC Director / Treasurer

Appendix A
Colonsay Community Development Company
Colonsay Trading Company
Apr

May

Provisional Board Programme - 2021/22

Jun

Jul

Aug

2021/22 Financial Year
Sep
Oct

Development Projects
Scalasaig
Moorings
Campsite
Port Mor (WHHA)
Assets
Manse

Update

2022/23
Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

(Apr)

Update
Full

Full
Update

Update
Update
Update

Update
Full

Full

Update
Update
Update

Update
Qtrs 1-2
Report

(May)

Update
Qtr 3 Update

Crofts

Qtr 1-3
Report

Management
CCDC
Service point
Finance

Qtrs 1-2
Report
Annual Accts
Reserves
Policy

Staff
Management
Trading Co
Finance

Qtr 3 Update

Data Mgmt
Qtr 1-3
Report
Annual Accts

Management
Other
As required

Card Pmts

Update
Full
Accts

- a short report, highlighting only those key changes or issues since the last report
- Detailed project progress inc. programme, finance and risk
- key finance reporting

Qtrs 1-2

- Other activity reports routinely at 6, 9 and 12 months (full year)

A report on any matter can be tabled at any time, or when there have been developments or are critical issues that may require Board intervention

2022/23
Budget

2021/22 Yearend Reports

Colonsay Community Development Company
Colonsay Trading Company
Reserves Policy
Report to CCDC/CTC Boards – October 2021

Background
The Trading Company has for several years operated an informal “reserves policy” to ensure that the
company can buy supplies of petrol, derv, coal and gas in advance of sales and meet the costs of any
essential repairs or maintenance to equipment and facilities.
As a rule of thumb the Trading Company maintains a variable cash holding to ensure that all fuels
can be restocked at any one time. To put this in context: if all fuels required to be restocked
simultaneously from scratch it’s estimated that the total cost would be c. £35,000. The company
annual turnover is c. £60,000.
In previous years cash holdings have been deposited in a high-interest account, but instant-access
interest rates are now so low this practice has been paused.
Meantime, as the Development Company becomes an asset manager (starting this year with the
Manse) it must set aside funds for property repair and long term maintenance. It is recommended
by government that charitable organisations like CCDC hold a general reserve, too
More background on reserves for charities can be found here:
Charity reserves: building resilience - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
The Quaker Housing Trust are potential grant funders for the Scalasaig project (potentially up to
£90,000) and a condition of any award is sight of a formal Company reserves policy.

Proposal
It is proposed that the company adopt a formal reserves policy, which is set out at Appendix A
In summary, it is proposed that the Trading Company maintains:
•
•

A variable cash balance to replenish all fuels to maximum stock holding, plus a £5,000
surplus. This value will fluctuate with stock levels, but could at times approach £35,000.
The Trading Company is already operating close to this position so no further action is
required at present.

In addition, it is proposed that the Development Company commits to gradually create the following
funds through annual contributions from asset income. It is proposed that funds reach the target
figures by 2032, or sooner if possible:
•
•
•

A £12,500 general reserve for the Development Company
An unplanned repairs and maintenance reserve of £5,000
A cyclical planned maintenance and upgrade reserve of £40,000

Clearly it will take some time to accumulate these funds from anticipated income but a start should
be made now.

Recommendation
I recommend that the CCDC Board:
•
•

Note the draft reserves policy, and formally adopt it as amended, following discussion at the
meeting
Agree to review the policy annually (or at other times recommended by the Treasurer) and
update it as necessary to reflect the Company’s changing requirements and legislative
obligations.

Callum Hay
September 2021

CCDC Director / Treasurer

Colonsay Community Development Company
Colonsay Trading Company

Appendix A

Reserves Policy

Colonsay Trading Company
Trading Company Reserve
The Colonsay Trading Company will seek to hold the following reserve
•

A variable cash balance to replenish all fuels to maximum stock holding, plus a £5,000 surplus.
This value will fluctuate with stock holdings, but could at times approach c. £35,000

The purpose of this reserve will be to:
•
•
•

hold sufficient funds to purchase deliveries of fuels and other products in advance of sales;
meet planned and unplanned costs associated with the sale, storage and dispensing of fuels and
other product as may be sold by the Trading Company; and
cover other exceptional costs, as agreed by the Board

Colonsay Community Development Company
The Colonsay Community Development company will seek to hold the following reserves
1) A £12,500 general reserve
2) A property repairs and unplanned costs reserve of £5,000
3) A long term property planned maintenance and upgrade fund of £40,000
The company will start building these reserves from 2022/23, from annual asset income
contributions and any available operating surpluses.
The company will seek to reach these target fund totals in 10 years, or sooner if possible
1) CCDC General Reserve
This reserve will be held for
•
•
•
•
•

Short term project support and start-up funding pending grant applications & awards
Essential contributions to match funding, where funds cannot be found elsewhere or as
bridging when other funds cannot be secured in time to meet deadlines
Replacement of essential office equipment
Business continuity – e.g. covering for long-term staff absence
Balancing unexpected negative cashflow

•
•

Up to 3 months routine running costs (salaries, fees, rents, etc.) to allow time for an orderly
restructuring of the company in the event of a major crisis
Other exceptional costs, as agreed by the Board

2) CCDC Property repairs and unplanned costs
This reserve will be held for
•
•
•
•

Reactive maintenance and repairs required to the company’s properties and other assets
Immediate access to funding for critical repairs, pending settlement of insurance claims
Top-up funding in the event of insurance shortfalls
Any other unplanned costs, as agreed by the board

3) CCDC Planned Maintenance reserve
This reserve will be held for
•
•
•
•

Planned and cyclical maintenance of the company’s properties and other assets including
inspections and safety checks
Planned cyclical upgrades as may be required by legislation – for example interior and
exterior decoration, alarms, kitchen and bathroom refurbishments for housing
Major repairs that cannot be funded by other means
Other cyclical maintenance, as agreed by the board

Managing Reserves
Where possible – and where permitted by legislation and accounting practice – the reserves will be
operated on a pooled basis so that in exceptional circumstances a shortfall in one reserve can be
made up by transfers from another. This will be subject to any transfer being reversed in due course
such that target values for each fund are restored as soon as possible. Such transfers will be notified
to the Board together with recommendations for how to restore the normal balance.
The exception to this arrangement will be that the Trading Company must always have access to a
minimum (variable) cash holding for anticipated stock replenishment.
Cash balances may be held in interest-generating accounts or other low-risk, instant-access
investments where this would provide a useful net income for the company

Annual review
The structure of the reserves, the demands made on them, year-end balances and target values will
be summarised and presented to the Board annually, alongside approval of the annual accounts.
At the same time this policy will be reviewed and updated as necessary, such that the policy
supports the developing needs of the company and any changes to its legislative obligations.

CH
Sept 2021

10 September 2021

Dear
Housing at Port Mor
This is a very exciting time for your community. The new housing construction is underway, fully
funded and due for completion at the end of next year. Six houses at Scalasaig and five at Port
Mor will meet the current identified need for community housing on Colonsay.
However, we have been contacted by a couple of our members who are neighbours to the site at
Port Mor. They ask us to consider whether the five houses being built by West Highland Housing
Association (WHHA) could or should be built at Scalasaig instead.
You might remember that about six years ago, this site was chosen by CCDC in discussion with
Argyll and Bute Council (ABC) and WHHA. In 2016 CCDC agreed to transfer the land to WHHA at
no cost, provided they paid all the legal and development costs for the project. In 2017 Planning
permission was granted for the houses, overruling neighbour objections. Since then, WHHA have
been working to secure other necessary consents, satisfy planning conditions and design the
scheme in detail. WHHA have concluded agreement over the access rights and have a contract
for the construction works. CCDC have appointed agents to decroft the land where the houses will
sit and solicitors to complete the transfer of the land. WHHA intend to return to site next year,
using the same contractor as the Scalasaig site.
The CCDC board has considered whether the housing could be built at the Scalasaig land but
concluded that this cannot be done. Any further surveys or consultations on this would be
meaningless as the project is now too far advanced to change. There are five key reasons why:
•
•
•
•
•

CDDC has made a commitment to WHHA, who have made progress and spent considerable
money on the site and preparatory works already, based on that deal.
The urgent need and demand for affordable housing on Colonsay is for 11 homes. The
Scalasaig project was conceived, designed and funded to add 6 houses to the 5 at Port Mor.
Moving to Scalasaig would involve years of further delay. We are told by ABC that a new
planning permission alone would take about two years.
There is no guarantee that funding could be transferred or will be available in future. Any
change at this late stage will risk the entire development.
The funding to buy the Scalasaig land was given with knowledge of the Port Mor project. The
Scalasaig site is meant to ensure the community holds land to meet future needs.

Consequently, CCDC supports the WHHA development at Port Mor as originally planned.
If you would like further information or clarification, please contact me or any one of our directors.
Yours most sincerely

Dannie Onn – chair of CCDC
Colonsay Community Development Company is a company limited by guarantee 208892 and a registered charity SCO30317. Registered office
address: Colonsay Village Hall, Scalasaig, Isle of Colonsay, Argyll, PA61 7YW
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